LIFE SCIENCE LAW DK WELCOMES YOU TO JOIN:

SUSTAINABILITY IN THE LIFE SCIENCE INDUSTRY
- BUILD BACK BETTER AND GREENER
MORNING EVENT AND LUNCH
ON 16 NOVEMBER 2021

PROGRAM
8:30 - 9:00

Breakfast

You are invited to our third event in 2021 and our
first physical event in a long time! We very much
look forward to networking with you (again)!

9:00 - 9:15

Welcome by Uffe Mark Hansen, Head Legal at Novartis Denmark and chairperson of Life Science
Law DK, and Kamilla Warberg, Group General Counsel at T&W Medical A/S and vice chairperson
of Life Science Law DK

Three life science companies deeply rooted in
Denmark will share their valuable learnings from
implementing sustainability in their businesses. This
requires focus, leadership and execution, but there
are still many challenges.

9:15 - 10:00

Sustainability regulations and leadership requirements by Line Berg Madsen, partner and
attorney at Poul Schmith/Kammeradvokaten and member of the board of Life Science Law DK

10:00 - 10:35

Novo Nordisk - Circular for Zero strategy by Dorethe Nielsen, Vice President, Corporate
Environmental Strategy
Take aways
•How the Circular for Zero strategy was born
•How the count down to 100% renewable power target for suppliers is coming along
•Challenges and dilemmas even for a global 127 bnDKK revenue company

10:35 - 11:00

Break

11:00 - 11:30

WS Audiology - Insights into the green head quarter by Chaojun Li, Global Head of
Sustainability
Take aways
•What sparked the targets of climate neutrality in 2025
•How the green head quarter can help the company create "lovely sound for all”

11:30 - 11:45

NØIE Skincare – Help us help the environment by Chris Christiansen, Co-founder & CFO —
Chief Footprint Officer
Takeaways
•How NØIE helps its customers help the environment
•CO2 negative by offsetting - and then what?
•What the future holds for clean skincare

11:45 - 12:00

Key take aways and closing remarks by Uffe Mark Hansen and Kamilla Warberg

12:00 - 12:30

Light lunch and networking

Sustainability matters will be subject to even more
legal requirements and new reporting obligations.
Your sustainability readiness will become an even
greater competitive edge in the future. How will you
and your company prepare for the greener and
more diverse future ahead? Are you ready?
We will discuss these questions and will learn
valuable real life lessons from Novo Nordisk, WS
Audiology and NØIE Skincare.

Best wishes from the board of Life Science Law DK
For questions about the event, please contact us at:
uffe_mark.hansen@novartis.com (Uffe Mark
Hansen) or lima@poulschmith.dk (Line Berg
Madsen).

SIGN-UP INFORMATION AND DETAILS

SIGN-UP

DETAILS
Target audience

Please sign up by sending an e-mail to Line Berg
Madsen at LIMA@POULSCHMITH.DK .
You can click the screen icon below to open an email to Line.

Legal counsels, sustainability professionals and others with a central role in executing
sustainability strategies and targets.
We welcome both our members of Life Science Law DK and other interested
individuals who have a role connected to the life science industry. In case we meet our
maximum capacity, we take the liberty of prioritizing our members.

Address

Poul Schmith/Kammeradvokaten, Kalvebod Brygge 32, 1560 Copenhagen V

Parking

Parking is available in front of the building – please register in the reception at ground
floor. There are a limited number of charging stands available for electric vehicles.
If these are full, we recommend to use the paid parking house of the Tivoli Hotel at the
end of the building.

In case you are prevented from joining us after you
have signed up, please let us know. Your seat may
be valuable to another person.

Language

The event is conducted in English for inclusiveness of our international participants.

Dietary information

Foods and beverages are vegetarian.

Training lessons for
lawyers

The event qualifies as training lessons for lawyers, who are a member of the Danish
Bar and Law Society. We will issue proof of participation after the event.

COVID restrictions

The safety of our participants is important to us. We recommend that participants
conduct a COVID-test prior to the event, even if you are fully vaccinated.
There are no requirements to do so, as of 5 November 2021.

Other information

Adjustments to the program may occur.

ABOUT LIFE SCIENCE LAW DK
Life Science Law DK is an independent society that aims to further the development of the legal conditions for the life
science industries in Denmark. The society does not represent any special interests and is not associated with any
companies, interest groups, professional organizations or other institutions. Life Science Law DK was founded in
September 2016 and membership is open for persons who are working with or is otherwise engaged in topics that are
within the scope of the society.

Via different activities, Life Science Law DK seeks to heighten the knowledge of the
strategic and commercial considerations and the special contracts that are characteristic for the life science industry.
The activities include mainly organizing of events, debates, networking initiatives and sharing of knowledge. Life
Science Law DK is managed by a board elected by the members and the composition of the board is well balanced

and representative of the different stakeholders in the life science industry in Denmark.

If you want to support the future work of Life Science Law DK, we encourage you to become a member. Read how to
join on lifesciencelaw.dk.

